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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
The Columbia band’s 
lead singer Jake 
Etheridge will make a 
stop on his solo tour 




Moore discusses the 
problems with our 
voting system and 




losses with little 
running game, USC 
tailback Marcus Lat-
timore will get more 
carries Saturday.
See page B2






SHIFTING GOALS: USC vs. UT Inside thisweek’s Blitz:
USC’s aerospace research center has received a 
second $5 million gift , the university announced 
Thursday, adding to the center’s developing structure 
and landing it a well respected researcher to take the 
helm.
The gift, from Anita Zucker , the chief executive 
offi cer and chairman of the North Charleston–based 
InterTech Group, establishes the Zucker Institute for 
Aerospace Innovation and the McNair Chair, a new 
position.
The institute and chair position 
both contribute to the developing 
structure of the McNair Center for 
Aerospace Innovation and Research, 
which was established last year when 
Darla Moore pledged $5 million to 
promote aeronautics research in a 
state where the industry has been 
growing since Boeing arrived in 
North Charleston in 2009.
Moore named the center for Ronald McNair, a native 
of Moore’s hometown, Lake City, S.C., who died in the 
Challenger shuttle disaster .
Center gets second $5 million gift
Lowcountry businesswoman donates for 
aerospace research as program takes shape
Thad Moore
TMOORE@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
Whole Foods touts local roots
Photos by Kelsey Duncan / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
The new Whole Foods Market, in the Cross Hill 
Shopping Center, stocks 220 locally sourced products.
Andrew Askins / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Michael Roth speaks to Honors 
College students Thursday evening.
Long stretches of sleek, recycled wood set the background to 
patio dining and a corner café, peppered with turquoise and bright 
yellow seating. Mothers, professionals and the retired couple lunched 
on spreads of fresh-churned almond butter and crisp green salads, 
sprinkled with City Roots microgreens.
A makeshift fish market sat at the front of the parking lot, 
weighing and fi lleting 1,200 pounds of wild sockeye salmon for $4.99 
a pound (regularly $7.99), and pyramids of the perfect pumpkins and 
fl owering Pelee mums stood guard just outside the front doors.
Columbia’s Whole Foods Market, in the new Cross Hill Shopping 
Center , opened Thursday with an 8:30 a.m. “bread breaking” and a 
day of clustered, congested and completely chaotic excitement.
The Columbia location is South Carolina’s third, with Whole 
Foods Markets in both Charleston and Greenville , and holds to the 
chain’s local ideal: local products, local vendors and local staff.
The capital’s store shelves 220 local products, and the bulk of the 
140 employees are from Columbia, according to store manager Jeff 
Campbell .
But how local is local?
The blanket Whole Foods defi nition of local says a product can’t 
travel more than a day, or seven hours, to its home store. Each of the 
chain’s 11 regions then have individual standards that usually tighten 
that requirement.
In Columbia, the food and products labeled “local” are from 
South Carolina, Campbell said, and when possible, from the city. 
“Regional” items come from the state’s outskirts in North Carolina 
and Georgia.
Columbia’s is also the most locally focused of all of the South 
Carolina stores, housing the most state and regional products, 
Campbell said.
Familiar labels are flagged throughout the store. City Roots 
microgreens grace the shelves of produce and sit in the make-your-
own salad bar, and Rawl Farms, of Pelion, S.C. , stocks tomatoes and 
other fresh produce. Snack-sized bags of Cromer’s P-Nuts sit next to 
the checkout aisles.
Whole Foods held a local vendor fair in December to scout out 
the city and state’s organic and homegrown gems. Campbell said 
the store also took suggestions opening day for other overlooked 
products and vendors.
Misty Rawls, the owner of Just Wanna Melt , was at the opening 
Thursday, handing out samples of her homemade lotion bars and body 
National chain with homegrown 
focus opens in Columbia Thursday
Chloe Gould
CGOULD@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
WHOLE FOODS ● A2
Plenty of student tickets still remain for Saturday’s 
football game against Tennessee.
The Student Ticketing Office put 5,300 tickets up 
for grabs Thursday afternoon shortly after the 5 p.m. 
deadline for students with season passes to claim a spot at 
the game. Of them, 3,300 were in the lower-level student 
section, according to Anna Edwards, the director of 
student services .
And if you’ve got qualms about how the system’s 
worked through the fi rst four home games, you’re in luck.
The offi ce is holding a forum at 3 p.m. Tuesday in the 
Russell House Theater to give students a chance to voice 
their concerns and offer suggestions on how the system 
works. 
— Compiled by Thad Moore, News Editor 
Tickets for Tennessee
He helped bring two baseball 
national championship trophies to 
USC and Thursday night recent 
graduate Michael Roth returned 
to campus , this time bringing his 
thoughts and advice.
At intervals among anecdotes 
about the College World Series, 
rooming with fel low basebal l 
p l ayer  A d a m M at t he w s  a nd 
f inishing homework in the wee 
hours of the night, Roth shared 
with students his keys to mastering 
time management, handling stress, 
setting priorities and having fun.
Now playing in the Los Angeles 









Spencer Scott / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Offi cials from USC and the McNair center gather for 
the announcement of a $5 million donation Thursday.CENTER ● A2
ZUCKER
 In terms of gender equality, Cynthia 
Hardy thinks society has a lot to lose.
“In this century, we cannot afford to waste 
the potential of half the world’s population,” 
she said.
Hardy, the host of the independently 
produced news talk show “OnPoint!” and 
guest speaker at the 2012 Andrenée Glover 
Freeman Lecture , addressed a modest crowd 
of about 25 people Thursday evening on the 
value of “inclusion” and how it empowers 
women to achieve.
The lecture was held in honor of Andrenée 
Glover Freeman, a Columbia attorney and 
champion of women’s rights, who died in 
1992. 
Hardy discussed the differences between 
diversity and inclusion, emphasizing that 
inclusion allows everyone to be represented 
for their diverse qualities, which she said 
provide unique perspectives.
Gender inclusion, she said, may be the key 
to revitalizing the economy.
“Inclusion ... draws people in, and the 
results can be astounding,” Hardy said.
Hardy regularly works with girls and 
women in the state of South Carolina, and 
her experience has led to some interesting 
fi ndings.
One girl she met lost her mother at 12 
years old and had her fi rst child at 14. The 
girl, Hardy said, gave up on her dreams 
Hardy advocates for gender equality
Talk show host sees range 
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800-745-3000       ticketmaster.com
THE TOWNSHIP 
AUDITORIUM
GREATER DISCOUNTS FOR GROUPS 
10+ Call: 888-686-8587 EXT. 4
By special license from the Owner, 
Jeanie Linders’ company
GFourProductions.com
FREE CD WITH GAMECO
CKS TICKET STUB! GO G
AMECOCKS!
scrubs. Each of her products is made from 
South Carolina beeswax — she melts 
together wax from Clayton Rawl Farms in 
Lexington and Bell Honey Company — and 
carried in 28 stores throughout the state.
This is her first time on Whole Foods 
shelves, though.
When she was just starting her business, 
about three years ago, she would bring her 
products to the Healthy Carolina Farmers 
Market. Her labels “looked awful,” and she 
ended up recruiting a USC student, Kelly 
Parker, to design her entire brand — from 
labels to marketing materials and website. 
Parker now works as a graphic designer for a 
nonprofi t organization in Maryland.
Clad in a pea green polka-dot apron, Rawl 
bagged penny-sized pieces of lotion bars 
and offered advice on personal grooming 
techniques.
Just a few aisles over, lunch-break students 
and professionals snaked through self-serve 
bars and deli counters.
There were slices of pizza, chicken wings, 
brown rice sushi rolls and a sandwich bar.
Each sandwich was aptly named after one 
of Columbia’s neighborhoods: the Shandon 
Special, Saluda Steak & Cheese and Five 
Points Garden Grill. The Vista layered 
oven-roasted turkey, a fi g spread, brie and a 
spring mix for $7.99.
Savannah Bock, a senior at A.C. Flora 
High School, took a quick off-campus lunch 
break Thursday afternoon. She checked off 
each of her favorites on the create-your-own 
sandwich menu and ogled at the store-deep 
row of prepared foods.
The Whole Foods staff is also chock-
full of Columbia natives, with quite a few 
coming from competing grocers in the area.
Pedro Pinckney, the store’s produce 
manager, had been the longtime producer 
manager at the Devine Street Bi-Lo, just 
across the street from the new market.
Campbell said many of the new Whole 
Foods employees made the move because 
of the company’s competitive salaries and 
benefi ts package — the chain has been voted 
to Fortune’s “100 Best Companies to Work 
For” the last 15 years. 
The hope is to encourage the same pay 
and benefi ts across the city.
“Others will have to raise their bar,” 
Campbell said.
But Pinckney said his move was part of a 
bigger mission as well.
He’s excited about the direction Whole 
Foods is moving in and is impressed with 
the store’s commitment to protecting the 
environment. There’s also the local fl air.
“There’s not one (Whole Foods) that’s 
the same,” Pinckney said. “Every store has 
different characteristics — they really try to 
mirror the community.”
The communit y grocer y chain — 
combining the fi nds of a local farmers market 
with the scale of a mass stock — opened 
two miles down the road from Rosewood 
Market. The smaller-scale market has been 
a mainstay for local markets for almost 40 
years and helped pioneer Columbia’s local 
movement.
Campbel l ,  t he new W hole Foods 
manager, knows it. He worked at Rosewood 
Market, and he said he loves the owner, 
Basil Garzia , and recognizes the merit of the 
tucked-away market.
“It’s been entrenched in the community 
for so long, and they do what they do so 
well,” Campbell said. “What we do is just on 
a larger scale.”
Garzia agrees, and he’s excited to see 
a growing focus on going local, in all its 
forms.
“A rising tide lifts all boats,” Garzia said. 
How the funds will be spread out 
isn’t fully set yet, USC President 
Harr is  Past ides sa id,  but they ’l l 
primarily go toward applied research 
and development, faculty and graduate 
researchers and a new set of four 
degree programs . They’ll also be used 
to leverage the SmartState program’s 
matching funds initiatives, Pastides said.
The fi rst of those academic programs 
— master’s degrees in aerospace 
engineering, the state’s first, and in 
engineering management — will roll 
out in the spring. They’ll be offered on 
campus and online.
USC’s board of trustees approved a 
contract with Dallas-based Academic 
Services to offer graduate degrees online; 
the company isn’t charging up front for 
the service but will receive a third of the 
tuition the programs bring in.
Those programs will be followed up 
in the fall by bachelor’s and master’s 
degrees in systems design, Pastides said.
And as Zafer Gürdal , the new McNair 
Chair and the center’s technical director, 
sees it, creating a set of degrees is the 
center’s fi rst step on the way to gaining 
international prominence.
When he applied for the position, 
he pitched a 15-year plan that starts 
by establishing degree programs and 
partnerships with the aerospace industry 
and would later focus more on garnering 
research funding and creating doctoral 
positions, Gürdal said.
A primary focus is on building 
relationships with companies in the 
industry, and Pastides said USC was 
considering a membership model to 
draw them in. For that to work, he said, 
it’ll have to provide businesses with 
innovation and solutions.
“It won’t be successful if we don’t 
meet technological needs,” Pastides 
said, adding that memberships would 
serve more as investments than as 
philanthropy.
But Gürda l ,  who ran research 
programs at Virginia Tech and at 
the Netherland’s Delft University of 
Technology, cautioned that while he 
sees potential in the McNair Center 
— enough to draw him from the 
Netherlands — its results won’t be 
immediate.
“It’s an opportunity I wouldn’t want to 
miss,” he said. “It’s going to take time.”
The center has also been working to 
develop partnerships to attract students 
from around the state, including with 
the Governor’s School for Science and 
Math, IT-oLogy and programs in the 
College of Engineering and Computing, 
university spokesman Wes Hickman 
said.
Rep. Jim Clyburn praised those 
relationships and the prospect for them 
to educate young South Carolinians.
“The McNair center serves as a living 
legacy for the precocious child who says, 
‘Why not?’ and those who look at space 
and dream of what is beyond our earthly 
barriers,” Clyburn said.
The gift is Zucker’s f irst to the 
university, Pastides said, though she 
has served on the President’s Initiative 
Committee and a panel that has advised 
USC’s Carolina’s Promise capital 
campaign .
In June, the Zucker family gave 
Clemson University $5 million to build 
the Zucker Family Graduate Education 
Center in North Charleston .
The center has been touted as a player 
in what state officials hope could be a 
growing industry in South Carolina’s 
economy.
“I commend you for the next big thing 
for the University of South Carolina — 
and the sixth congressional district,” 
Clyburn said. 
Comments on this story? 
Visit dailygamecock.com/news
WHOLE FOODS ● Continued from A1
Kelsey Duncan / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Whole Foods Market, which opened Thursday, features a wide selection of cheeses.
Comments on this story? 
Visit dailygamecock.com/
news
CENTER ● Continued from A1
shortly after giving birth.
Many other girls were 
also not confi dent of their 
right to equality, she said.
“If they don’t think 
of themselves as worthy 
of inclusion, then why 
wou ld a nyone el se?” 
Hardy said.
Part of her argument 
was based on “20 years 
of research” on teachers’ 
interaction with children 
in grade school. In the 
study, she said, teachers 
interac ted w it h boys 
more and complimented 
girls on their neatness 
and appearance rather 
than their educational 
accomplishments.
Furthermore, teachers 
e v e n  a s s i g n  m o r e 
physical ly demanding 
work to boys despite 
the children’s physical 
equality at such a young 
age .  H a rdy  s a id  she 
believed these issues in 
the educational system 
cou ld be a  source of 
gender inequality.
The short lecture was 
followed by a discussion 
w i t h  t h e  a u d i e n c e . 
The topics varied from 
individual rights to the 
presidential election.
“Progress for women 
is progress for all of us,” 
Hardy said. 
HARDY ● Cont. from A1











UNLESS YOU’RE A WOMAN.( )
tellthemsc.org
Birth control and in vitro fertilization are being threatened 
right this very moment. More politicians are talking about 
making them illegal. We believe the women of South Carolina 
— whether Republican, Democrat or Independent — deserve 
local, state and national leaders who respect their rights.
We are the voice of reason. Join us today.
took the audience back 
to his childhood, when 
he said he first defined 
h imsel f  and h is  goa l 
of becoming a Major 
League Baseball player. 
Roth said he refined the 
ways he defi ned himself as 
he adjusted to college and 
balanced his academic, 
athletic and social goals.
“I wanted a l l  these 
things. I wanted to have 
friends, I wanted to get 
some sleep, I wanted to 
be able to eat, I wanted to 
be the best baseball player 
— you know, be involved 
in the community,” Roth 
said. “So, I kind of defi ned 
myself. I truly believe 
that the most successful 
people have a clue where 
they’re going; they have 
an idea of the end result.”
Defining themselves, 
Roth told his listeners, 
was t he f i r st  s tep in 
making the most of their 
time, followed by setting 
priorit ies and actually 
starting what they want 
to do.
G e t t i n g  s t a r t e d , 
he said, is somet imes 
t he  h a rde s t  p a r t  o f 
accomplishing any goal, 
whether it’s writ ing a 
paper or pitching in a 
game.
“It’s funny, because I’m 
a starting pitcher, right, 
and starting has never 
been my strong point,” 
Roth said. “You look at 
my game as a pitcher — I 
probably give up more 
runs in the early innings 
than I do in the later 
innings. You get stronger 
as you go on.”
R o t h  t a i l o r e d  h i s 
message to address the 
challenges of college life, 
particularly the struggle 
to hand le  s t res s  and 
figure out how to make 
work and life fun.
He offered his “Four 
P ’s ”  t o  t u r n  s t r e s s 
into fun: pinpoint the 
things that stress you; 
“preach ,”  or  le t  out 
your frustrations; look 
for perspective in your 
situation; and strive for 
positivity.
Third-year biolog y 
student Anne Shaw said 
she was most affected by 
Roth’s “Four P’s” strategy, 
as she came to the event 
looking for advice on how 
to juggle a heavy load of 
priorities this semester.
“I don’t think about 
that kind of stuff. I’m just 
running through life just 
doing things one day at 
a time. I don’t have it all 
planned out like he does,” 
Shaw said. “It was sort of 
reassuring to hear (his 
message that) you need 
to plan things and have 
goals.”
Roth’s fi nal send-home 
punch was a challenge to 
“make sure you’re having 
fun” in college.
“Part of college is the 
experience,” Roth said. 
“Part of it is having fun, is 
doing those stupid things. 
It’s learning from your 
mistakes — I mean, I’ve 
made plenty of mistakes. 
It’s doing those things 
and having fun.”
Since graduating with 
a degree in international 
business and marketing 
in May and joining the 
O re m ,  Ut a h ,  O w l z , 
Roth has spent his first 
professional offseason 
building and promoting 
his own business, Michael 
T. Roth Enterprises .
He offers his services 
to  g ive  mot ivat iona l 
presentations, including 
Thursday’s talk entitled 
“You Can Do It All and 
Do It Well,” sponsored by 
the Honors Council . 
Andrew Askins / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Comments on this story? 
Visit dailygamecock.com/
news
ROTH ● Cont. from A1
 “I truly believe 
that the most 
successful 
people have 
a clue where 
they’re going; 
they have an 
idea of the 
end result.”
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CORRECTIONS
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s 
V iew point s page i s  to s t imu late 
discussion in the University of South 
Carolina community.
All published authors are expected 
to provide logical arguments to back 
their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages 
readers to voice opinions and offers 
three methods of expression: letters to 
the editor, guest columns and feedback 
on dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be 
submitted via email to gamecockeditor@
sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words 
in length and include the author’s name, 
year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and 
USC faculty members to submit guest 
columns. Columnists should keep 
submissions to about 500 words in 
length and include the author’s name 
and position. 
The editor reserves the right to edit 
and condense submissions for length 
and clarity, or not publish at all. 
All submissions become the property 
of The Daily Gamecock and must 
conform to the legal standards of USC 
Student Media.
IT’S YOUR RIGHT
Media turns election focus from important issues
Obama’s college, passport records should 
not be basis for voters’ decisions, dissent
Electoral College system needs change
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  Editor-in-Chief
$5 million donation 
worthy investment
Writer skill set no longer 
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If you f ind an error in today’s edition of The Daily 
Gamecock, let us know about it. Email sgcked@mailbox.
sc.edu and we will print the correction in our next issue.
“We thank you, 
Mrs. Zucker, 
for desiring to 
invest in our 












This year is the first year I’m eligible to vote 
for the president of the United States, and I didn’t 
register. While I’m sure some people think that’s 
plain un-American and highly predictable from my 
generation, I just couldn’t muster enough interest 
in either candidate to hope he lead our country.
It’s been difficult in the past few elections to 
fi nd a true man of character like the presidents of 
our past. One defi nite contributor to the mediocre 
candidate selection is the 24-hour media circuit we 
live in. With people jumping on candidates’ pasts 
to reveal youthful drug indulgences, war history or 
birth certifi cates, everything they do is scrutinized 
and questioned.
Every campaign, for local mayor and the 
president alike, is surrounded by rumors. President 
Barack Obama has been questioned on many 
occasions about his birth certifi cate. Multiple news 
circuits and people in power called him out until 
he displayed his long-form birth certifi cate to the 
American people, leading some to call him “the 
least transparent president in the history of the 
country.” Now as he faces re-election, 
he’s under scrutiny again.
Last week, via his Twitter account, 
Donald Trump of fered up a $5 
million charity donation if Obama 
would just release his college and 
passport records . He said that by 
taking the deal, Obama would satisfy 
questions voters have about his past. 
Trump deems himself one of the 
people accountable for pushing 
Obama to release his birth certifi cate 
and in a slightly self-righteous admission said he 
was proud to have done so .
It’s a little unclear if this is merely a public 
relations ploy on Trump’s part, but he does it 
right by offering the big bucks to make Obama 
look guilty if he doesn’t respond properly. When 
questioned about Trump’s ultimatum, Obama’s 
spokesperson said it may be a better question for 
Mitt Romney’s people, avoiding it altogether .
While those decided on their vote won’t change 
their opinion over a matter this trifl ing, I fear for 
the people who become convinced Obama isn’t the 
right choice simply because he hasn’t submitted 
every document of his past to the public’s grabby 
hands.
Romney hasn’t been asked to submit his college 
and passport credentials, show his birth certifi cate 
or prove his nationality at every turn. The root 
of democracy is fairness. While the pie will never 
be perfectly cut in half, there are bigger things 
to worry about in an election than where the 
president has traveled or what grades he received 
in a psychology class.
Obviously Romney and his campaign team can’t 
control all of their supporters completely, but they 
would do well to make some statement against this 
to prove they’re worried about bigger things in 
America than one man’s past. 
I n  l e s s  t h a n  t w o  w e e k s 
Americans across the country will 
visit the polls to determine the 
winner of the presidential race. But 
you will not fi nd either major party 
candidate campaigning in South 
Carolina any time soon. This is 
because the election 
wil l be determined 
by a handful of swing 
states the candidates 
need to get to 270 
electoral votes . If you 
live in a state that has 
already been ceded to 
either side, then your 
vote doesn’t  count 
nearly  a s  much a s 
someone’s in a toss-up 
state. This is why we 
need to reform presidential voting 
procedures and start by removing 
the antiquated Electoral College.
The biggest reason to disband 
t he Electora l  Col lege is  t hat 
the president should be directly 
elected in a democracy. Today, 
we vote for electors to cast their 
own vote for president and vice 
president when the Electora l 
College meets . Which individuals 
pick the electors depends on the 
state, but they are actually not 
required to vote for the person 
their delegates vote for . Electors 
usually don’t disagree with public, 
but it shouldn’t even be possible to 
deviate. 
Since the off ice isn’t directly 
elected and must fi rst go through 
st ates ,  w in n ing t he nat iona l 
popular vote does not actually 
g u a r a ntee  you  w i l l  w i n  t he 
presidency . Multiple presidential 
candidates, most recently Al Gore 
in 2000, won the popular vote 
but still lost the presidency . The 
national popular vote is a much 
better indicator of public sentiment 
than total number of states won, 
but the Electoral College makes 
that less important.
The focus on states also has 
the consequence of magnifying 
the importance of swing states 
in comparison to the rest of the 
states. Ohio and Florida are two 
examples of swing states getting 
disproportionate attention. This 
forces the candidates to pander 
these states more than others 
and takes away from a national 
c a mp a i g n i n g  s t r a t e g y.  T he 
campaigns are focused on certain 
areas and their resources f low 
into those states. The majority of 
the nation is essentially neglected 
in favor of a couple of mill ion 
undecided voters in battleground 
states. That is not how the leader 
of the free world should be chosen.
T h e  E l e c t o r a l  C o l l e g e ’s 
defenders would argue it protects 
small states. But it really only 
protects swing states and puts 
t he  re s t  of  t he  cou nt r y  at  a 
disadvantage. This system has 
been very resi l ient , but it has 
become completely outdated and 
impractical. There is no reason to 
continuing to put the election of 
the president of the United States 
in the hands of electors who are 
not even required to vote as the 
state actually did. The election 
of the highest office in the land 
should be decided by the people. 
The world of publishing and 
writing is now forced to re-invent 
itself or be left behind, all because 
of technology.
The fi nalists for the National 
Book Award were announced this 
month in four different categories: 
fiction, nonfiction, poetry and 
young people’s literature . This 
year’s nominees encompass a wide 
range of writers. Some, such as 
Dave Eggers , are 
already prominent, 
while others, such 
as Kevin Powers , 
have  ju s t  made 
their debut. A l l 
of these authors 
have had to face a 
drastically different 
publishing world 
to receive their 
nomination. 
W h e n  m o s t  o f  t h e s e 
writers started work on their 
nominated works, Borders was 
still in business. That longtime 
bookstore chain has since gone 
out of business . 
Instead of buying a new book 
at the store, many readers now 
download the e-book . While the 
Internet has offered new ways to 
expand knowledge and literature, 
it also comes with concessions. 
Bootlegs of books are nearly as 
common as leaked songs. Public 
domain laws allow some books to 
be accessed free online , negating 
any need for consumers to 
purchase books in a bookstore.
Along with bookstores, authors 
are trying to find their place 
in the age of technology. It is 
imperative for them to use social 
media and interactive websites 
in order to promote themselves 
and their works. In order to be 
a successful author in the 21st 
century, you have to be equal 
parts author and entrepreneur.
While it is imperative that new 
ideas are acted upon for society 
to evolve, it is also important that 
we don’t forget to adapt to each 
different industry. 
USC’s f ledgling aerospace institute is 
finally taking off, thanks to a generous 
donation from Anita Zucker. 
Zucker, CEO of InterTech Group and 
incidentally the wealthiest person in South 
Carolina , has given a whopping $5 million 
to further the development of USC’s 
McNair Center 
for Aerospace 
I n n o v a t i o n 
and Research. 
T h e  c e n t e r , 
established just 
one year ago 
by a donation 
f r o m  D a r l a 
M o o r e  ,  w i l l 
now  s e e  t he 
new funds go 
toward creating academic programs in 
the McNair Center as well as building on 
research and development and fostering 
industry connections.
A successful aerospace program at USC 
would undoubtedly benefit USC in the 
long run by providing more opportunities 
for students, drawing in talent to our 
state and perhaps eventually bringing 
national and international prestige to our 
university. With Boeing’s increasing role 
in South Carolina lately and the aerospace 
industry becoming a driver of and a job 
creator in our state’s economy, it’s great 
USC is now able to be a more concrete 
part of that.
When Darla Moore made the fi rst $5 
million donation to create the center 
in March 2011 , she asked the state 
government to match her donation. The 
government, of course, did not, with Gov. 
Nikki Haley calling the budget request 
“premature.” 
So we thank you, Mrs. Zucker, for 
desiring to invest in our future when our 
own government does not.
We want USC to be great, not just in 
our business school, but in other fields, 
too. Even though the development of the 
aerospace program is still a decade or so 
down the line, we have high expectations. 
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“Farewell, My Queen” is a French drama 
directed and co-written by Benoît Jacquot 
and based on the novel of the same name by 
Chantal Thomas . It tells the story of Marie 
Antoinette (Diane Krugers ) through the 
eyes of her handmaiden , a fi ctional character 
named Sidonie Laborde (Léa Seydoux ) .
The f ilm begins with the start of the 
French Revolut ion and chronicles the 
royalty’s continued life of luxury in the Palace 
of Versailles while ignoring the escalating 
turmoil going on around them. Sidonie 
becomes Marie Antoinette’s new servant, 
and the queen takes a liking to her from the 
beginning.
Having a servant as the lead character in a 
fi lm about Marie Antoinette shows a view of 
the French Revolution not often portrayed in 
fi lm. The queen would rather have Sidonie 
read to her about the latest fashion trends 
than hear the classic literature a refined 
queen should be consuming.
Sidonie has a strong connection with the 
queen, arguably a sexual one. The queen is 
often ignorant of the actual events going 
on around the country, and she seems to be 
merely fl oating through life, often unhappy 
with her marriage to K ing Louis X V I 
(Xavier Beauvois) . She is secretly in love with 
Gabrielle de Polastron, Duchess of Polignac 
(Virginie Ledoyen) and afraid to reveal her 
sexual desire for her.
When news of the storming of the Bastille 
reaches the palace, aristocrats and servants 
alike f lee. Sidonie does not want to leave 
the queen’s side, but the rising threat of a 
government overthrow makes the palace 
an unsafe place. Loyalty and love drive the 
characters’ decisions to the emotional end of 
the fi lm.
Both the f i lm and the queen appear 
calm and controlled on the surface but 
hide burning desire underneath the facade 
of royalty. There is very little nudity on 
screen, but the dialogue and actors seduce 
the audience. A gifted fi lmmaker knows the 
greatest erogenous zone is the mind. Sex 
scenes and graphic nudity are easy to fi lm, 
but creating passion on screen with words 
spoken by clothed characters is more diffi cult.
There are many long shots following 
characters, often Sidonie, with the backs 
of their heads to the camera. They create a 
documentary aesthetic and make the film 
seem real.
Cameron Gardner , Jamie 
Clark and Patrick Wall don’t 
ex ac t ly  seem l i ke  tough 
g uys. But “tough” is  one 
of the adject ives the trio, 
who together play in the 
instrumental rock group ...for 
science!, uses to describe their 
band’s sound.
“I feel like there’s this strange 
disconnect between our music 
and our personalities,” Wall 
said.
The band will play its first 
show in 11 months at Bluetile 
Skateshop at 8 p.m. tonight and 
is excited to be making music 
together again. The group has 
been on hiatus as Gardner was 
on tour with electronic act 
Washed Out .
In the time since the band’s 
last show, Clark has played with 
a local metal band, and Wall 
has played with indie rockers 
Those Lavender Whales as 
well as a few solo gigs. The two 
musicians have also continued 
to work full-time. ...for science! 
played its first show in 2007 , 
but its origins go back further 
than that.
G a r d n e r ,  w h o  p l a y s 
drums , and Wall, the band’s 
guitarist , have been friends 
since growing up in northeast 
Columbia and played in several 
different groups.
“I have known Cameron 
since [he] was probably 13 or 
14,” Wall said. 
Bassist Clark is originally 
from Pittsburg. He took a 
job in Columbia in 2005 and 
met the other band members 
through Toro y Moi bassist 
Jordan Blackmon .
The three bonded over 
mutual love for metal groups 
like Pelican and Mastodon . 
The band’s name was inspired 
by a game of Marvel Scene-It. 
“...for science!” was the answer 
to a question and is a line from 
“The Fantastic Four,” a film 
Wall admitted he hasn’t even 
seen. 
“ It  k ind of  s t uck ,  l i ke 
most band names do,” Wall 
said. “The ellipses and the 
exclamat ion point at  t he 
end have kind of worked out 
because there’s actually a punk 
band from New Jersey called 
For Science ... so far, no one 
has confused the two bands 
that I know of.” 
The members  of  . . . for 
science! describe their sound 
as “loud and heavy,” and while 
it is an instrumental band, 
the music is structured and 
thought out and has . 
“We got written about one 
time that we were a ‘metal 
jam band,’ and I kind of took 
of fense to that because it 
gives the impression that we 
were doing this haphazardly,” 
Wall said. “Everything’s very 
measured. Everything’s very 
planned and orchestrated very 
carefully.”
While the band members 
said they are not afraid to write 
long songs, Gardner said the 
group is notorious for playing 
shorter shows and is conscious 
not to overstay its welcome. 
The band does not even have 
microphones on stage. 
“ No  s t a g e  b a nt e r,  no 
introduct ions, no ta lk ing 
between songs,” Clark said. 
“Terrible things happen 
when you put microphones in 
front of us,” Wall added. 
Gardner and Wall come 
from an indie rock background 
and ...for science! is a bit of a 
departure for the pair.
“Very few of the other bands 
I’ve been in can be remotely 







Metal band makes 
on-stage comeback ‘Farewell, My Queen’
French drama succeeds in  
focus on character history 
over usual fi ctional dramatics
Director: Benoît Jacquot
Starring: Diane Kruger, Léa 
Seydoux, Virginie Ledoyen 




....for science! to play 
Bluetile Skateshop tonight 
after 11-month hiatus
Photos courtesy of nypress.com
The new French drama depicts Marie Antoinette’s 
life through the eyes of a fi ctional character.
Courtesy of Ryan Simmons FAREWELL ● A6METAL ● A6
It was a fond farewell July last year 
when Columbia-born bandmates of 
CherryCase performed their final 
concert, packed up their instruments 
and traveled to Nashville, Tenn. 
But Columbia bet ter rol l out 
the homecoming carpet because 
frontman Jake Etheridge will be 
stopping by the New Brookland 
Tavern as part of his “I Could Be 
Your One” solo acoustic tour , and 
he’s bringing all of the original band 
members back with him.
“We’re just really excited about 
coming back, seeing all our friends 
and playing with Columbia bands 
again,” Etheridge said. “We really 
haven’t performed with the original 
lineup since the farewell show when 
we left Columbia.”
A f t e r  t h e  b a n d  s e t t l e d  i n 
Nashv i l le ,  Et her idge has been 
per forming solo for a whi le at 
venues more accustomed to singer-
songwriters. He began to feel the 
loneliness that came with not having 
the band around, but he thought 
lonely was a good state of mind to 
be in, considering the style of music 
that he performs.
“Being lonely really isn’t that bad 
if you are writing and playing lonely 
songs,” Etheridge said.
The track “I Could Be Your One” 
cont inues Etheridge’s st reak of 
performing bittersweet, acoustic 
pop music. The main verse of the 
song (“Memories don’t come easy / 
There’s nothing left to love / And I 
was just hoping maybe / That I could 
be your one”) says it all about what 
Etheridge is singing: wanting to be 
with someone you know you cannot 
be with. From the way the Etheridge 
sings it, you could tell that he wrote 
the song from personal experience.
“The song defi nitely comes from a 
direct moment in my life,” Etheridge 
said. “I really like it because of how 
simple and honest it is.”
Etheridge may be touring alone, 
but he still uses the band’s name 
to promote the tour as CherryCase 
isn’t just the name of a band to him. 
To Etheridge, CherryCase describes 
the sound of the music he performs, 
clueing music fans in on the style 
of the music they should expect to 
hear.
“I Could Be Your One” has helped 
advance Etheridge’s career in music 
in more ways than one. The song was 
recently selected to be featured in a 
short film called “Wholehearted,” 
a f ilm about two lost lovers who 
reunited in Los Angeles. Etheridge 
felt the song was very fi tting for the 
film’s overall tone about loss and 
regret.
“The song is placed at the point 
in the movie where the lovers leave 
and they never see each other again,” 
Etheridge said. “The guy messes 
up and loses the girl for good, and 
that fi ts in perfectly with the clichéd 
CherryCase feeling.”
Etheridge’s show tonight at 7:30 
p.m. at the New Brookland Tavern 
will be the only performance on the 
tour featuring the full band: lead 
guitarist Danny Norris, drummer 
Taylor Desseyn, bassist Domonique 
Turnipseed and keyboardist Ben 
Catoe . They will be performing 
along with Ned Durrett and the 
K indly Gents, kemp r i ldey and 
Hunter Duncan. 
Etheridge will also be performing 
in Camden on Saturday at the Old 
Towne Tavern, 1044 Broad St. 
The trailer for “Wholehearted” 
can be found on wholeheartedmovie.
com. 
CherryCase singer takes solo tour
Columbia-born band’s 
frontman to return tonight
Comments on this story? 
Visit dailygamecock.com/mix
Courtesy of cherrycase.com
Jake Etheridge, lead singer of Columbia’s CherryCase, will play a show at New 
Brookland Tavern tonight. It’s the only stop on his solo tour with his former bandmates.
“Your money too short, you can’t be talking to me;
Yeah, I’m talking LeBron, we ball in our family tree.”
— Jay-Z
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Being a Gamecock Fan
 
is always in style
Especially TODAY!
Show your spirit by wearing Gamecock gear today and every 
Friday. You could win a $25 gift card or $25 added to your 
CarolinaCard!
pay less for birth control
lo loestrin fe $15
online
use your carolina card
park in a reserved space
campus pharmacy @ thomson student health center
803.777.4890Student Health Services
For Clark, it’s the opposite.
“I would’ve never been in a band that anyone 
called ‘pretty,’” Clark said. 
But the music hasn’t inf luenced the guys’ 
personalities or behaviors.
“The best part of it is you would think that Jamie 
would make us tougher and we would make Jamie 
prettier, but really we just have a snuggle-fest at 
practice,” Gardner said.
Wall echoed Gardner’s sentiments.
“We are the least tough tough band,” he said. “We 
eat brunch before we practice.” 
...for science! has had a long standing relationship 
with Bluetile owner Dave Toole. 
“I grew up skateboarding, so I’ve known him 
through that, since day one of Bluetile,” Gardner 
said. 
The band has played shows at the shop before 
and likes the low-maintenance atmosphere of 
performing there. 
“Dave’s really committed to Columbia and 
showcasing what he loves in Columbia and about 
Columbia, which is great,” Wall said. “He’s a good 
guy. I love him.” 
Admission to Friday’s show is free. Bluetile is 
located at 621 Harden St. 
METAL ● Continued from A5FAREWELL ● Continued 
from A5
In one of the f ilm’s 
best moments, Sidonie 
is trying to walk as fast 
as she can down a long 
hallway in the Palace, 
and she sl ips on the 
slick, hard floor. It is a 
small, human moment 
that would not of ten 
appear in most overly 
serious costume dramas.
The f ilm’s greatest 
s t r e n g t h  i s  i t s 
a u t h e n t i c i t y .  T h e 
beautiful costumes do 
not seem like an Oscar 
fashion show but real, 
if elaborate, clothing. 
The actors wear the 
c o s t u me s  a s  i f  t he 
characters have worn 
and breathed in them. 
The fi lm brings the past 
alive and f ills it with 
burning sexuality. 
Comments on this story? 
Visit dailygamecock.com/mix








Dianne Kruger (right) stars as Marie Antoinette in the French fi lm “Farewell, My Queen.”
EMPLOYMENT
Downtown law firm seeks 
PT Couriers. Must be able to 
work Monday and Wednesday, 
8:30-5:30, mornings and/
or afternoons. Hours on 
Tuesday and Thursday may 
also be available. Duties 
include running errands, 
metering mail, conference 
and break room clean up, 
answering phones and other 
general office duties. Must 
have own vehicle and proof 
of insurance. Business casual 
attire. Competitive salary w/
mileage reimbursement and 
paid parking. Forward resume 
w/”PT Courier” in the subject 
line to colalawfirm@gmail.




Trainers Needed Located a 
mile from campus. Contact 
Anne Marie for details. 
803.799.9455
Email mfulmer44@aol.com
NOW HIRING SWIM 
INSTRUCTORS!
Pay starts @ $10 per hour.  
November morning positions 
available! Free Training and 
Certification. Email Jim Reiser 
at jreiser@swimprofessor.com 
EMPLOYMENT
cheer/gymnastics coaches & 
childcare asst wanted
Palmetto Athletic Center in 
is seeking friendly, energetic 








Pasta Fresca Seeking 
Experienced PM Servers & 
Bartenders
Apply in person daily between 
4 and 6:30pm at 4722 Forest 
Dr. across from Dunkin 
Donuts, beside Rite Aid
TRAVEL
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK 
$189 for 5-Days.  
All prices include: Round-trip
luxury party cruise. 
Accommodations on the 
island at 






Potential, NO EXPERIENCE 
NEC.Training Available. 
800-965-6520 XT253
PHD • JORGE CHAM THE SCENE
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29 Resident of a city
at nearly 12,000
feet
33 Chance in a
game
35 “__-dokey!”
38 Overplay a part





43 Slowly, in scores















65 Strings in Hawaii
66 École enrollee
67 Baker’s device








1 “I, Robot” author
Asimov
2 Artistic ice cream
blend
3 Filet mignon order
4 Not as much
5 Derby-sporting
Addams
6 “Yes, mon ami”
7 Rechargeable
battery
8 Shrank in fear
9 Oil-drilling
equipment





15 Distort, as facts
19 Microwave no-no
21 Black, to Blake
25 Six-time baseball
All-Star Moises







33 Powder on a puff
34 Sundance Film
Festival state







44 Chew the fat
46 For a __ pittance
48 Plains native
50 Gal’s guy





55 Clingy, in a way
56 Oil acronym
57 Object that may
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for 10/25/12
Aries 
Speak from the heart. 
You can get whatever you 
stand for, even if romantic 
issues challenge. You’re 
stronger for the next two 
days. Make plans that 
generate income.
Taurus 
I t ’ s  a  t i m e  o f 
introspection. Have your 
partner represent you. 
It’s hard to decide what 
to buy, and what to put 
on hold for later. Focus 
on long-range goals, and 
don’t stress. Not worth it.
Gemini 
You can easily do two 
t h i ng s  at  once ,  but 
watch out for toes you 
don’t want to step on 
(especially those of a 
loved one). Moderate a 
clash between normally 
gentle souls.
Cancer 
Make sure you k now 
what’s required to get the 
job done. Consult a female 
expert, and listen to new 
ideas. Stand outside the 
controversy as much as 
possible for the next two 
days.
Leo 
You’re full of wild and 
crazy ideas, and some of 
them might work, but 
when it comes to romance, 
not right this second. 
Present your thoughts 
with compassion.
Virgo 
You may hit a bump in 
the tunnel of love. Don’t 
worry, you’ve got the 
word s .  C omprom i se 
i s  requ i red .  T here’s 
r o o m  f o r  f i n a n c i a l 
improvement, too. Keep 
in action.
Libra 
Postpone a romant ic 
moment, for just a little 
bit. Let somebody else 
take care of you for the 
next two days. Learn to 
take risks from interesting 
people. Music enhances 
mental focus.
Scorpio 
Ma ke t ime for  love , 
d e s p i t e  p o s s i b l e 
confrontations. Listening 
with special attention pays 
dividends. You’re entering 
a very busy phase. Bath 
or shower meditations 
generate brilliance.
Sagittarius 
Make up a wish list for 
the perfect romance and 
watch love blossom, with 
some help f rom your 
friends. You may as well 
pop the question, today or 
tomorrow. Share feelings.
Capricorn
O p p o s i t e s  a t t r a c t , 
even now. The action 
is behind the scenes. 
It’s a good day to file 
away papers and get 
the household in order. 
Enjoy the results, and 
eat some fresh fruit.
Aquarius 
You’re very attract ive 
and brilliant now. Others 
ask your advice. Invest 
i n  c o m m u n i c a t i o n s 
infrastructure. Add some 
relaxation to the equation. 
Write, record and get it 
down.
Pisces 
Make money while you 
can, but don’t lose your 
passion in that focus. 
There are so many other 
things to celebrate and 
experience. Doing what 
you love increases interest 
and money. 
TODAY
CHERRYCASE, KEMP RIDLEY, NED 
DURRETT & THE KINDLY GENTS
7:30 p.m., $8
New Brookland Tavern, 
122 State St. 
TODAY
LOST IN THE MIDDLE 
ACOUSTIC CD RELEASE SHOW: 
“HOPE AND CALAMITY”
7:30 p.m. doors / 8 p.m. show, 
$8 over 21 / $10 under 21
Conundrum Music Hall, 
626 Meeting St. 
“ARBITRAGE”
(3 p.m.) & 8 p.m., $7 students ($6 
matinee) / $8 general ($7 matinee)
Nickelodeon Theatre, 
1607 Main St. 
TOMORROW
SID AND NANCY’S HOLLAWEEN 
COSTUME EXPLOSION 
11 p.m., $2 over 21 / $5 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 
122 State St. 
BELLHOP COLLECTIVE, HULLCOGAN, 
ABOUT.THEWINDOW, 
HUMAN BEANSAUCE, BIGSPHINX
7 p.m. doors / 8 p.m. show, $3
Conundrum Music Hall,
626 Meeting St. 
HOROSCOPES
@Visit uswww.dailygamecock.com
Carolina Band welcomes you 
back to Williams-Brice Stadium 
and promises to 
“THRILL” you in “STYLE”
h i ngs  cha nge 
q u i c k l y  i n 
college football.
Tw o  w e e k s 
a g o ,  S o u t h 
Carolina was undefeated and 
the third-ranked team in 
the country after notching 
a monumental win against 
then–No. 5 Georgia at home . 
College football analysts 
around the country were 
listing USC as the team that 
could challenge Alabama for 
the national title, and even 
coach Steve Spurrier found 
himself peeking at what the 
future could hold.
“It was a special day for 
us,” Spurrier said after the 
35-7 win over the Bulldogs. 
“I was thinking prior that 
this might be the best one 
since I’ve been here. Our 
goa l  i s  to see i f  we can 
match that emotional level 
and get t ing ready as we 
get through the rest of the 
season.  We’l l  see where 
th is leads us. One th ing 
we’ll have to guard against 
is everyone telling us how 
great we are, which when 
you win convincingly, that’s 
what happens.”
Fast-forward to now and 
the Gamecocks have gone 
from No. 3 in the country to 
No. 3 in their division .
With the consecutive road 
losses to LSU and Florida 
that derailed USC’s dream 
season, there is no longer talk 
of winning the school’s fi rst-
ever SEC championship. 
The Gamecocks have had to 
take a step back and readjust 
e x p e c t a t i o n s  e n t e r i n g 
Sat urday ’s game aga inst 
Tennessee .
“We’ve got to accept that 
we’re not going to win the 
SEC this year,” Spurrier 
sa id. “We have accepted 
that. We’ve got plenty of 
other goals out there.”
The main goal for the 
team now is to win the rest 
of its home games, a feat that 
hasn’t been accomplished 
since 1987 .
One th ing USC hopes 
to  avo id  i s  a  h a ngover 
ef fect f rom the past two 
weeks. Gone are the high 
expectat ions of w inning 
t he SEC , and w it h t hat 
comes the danger of players 
giving up. However, senior 
center and team captain T.J. 
Johnson says there is still a 
lot to be done this season.
“As a senior and a leader, 
you have to go to guys, one-
on-one sometimes, and just 
talk them through things,” 
Johnson said. “Just trying 
to work with g uys (and) 
come together and put the 
past two weeks behind us. 
I mean, we still have four 
games left.
“Obviously the goals have 
shifted a little bit. We still 
have a lot to fight for, and 
that’s what we’re going to 
do.”
Spurrier said Tuesday that 
he hopes his team captains 
“are ready to turn this season 
back into a positive.”
S e n ior  s pu r  DeVont e 
Holloman pointed out that 
if USC wins the rest of its 
games, it  can match the 
school-record win total from 
last season.
“Just because it has been 
done before, doesn’t mean 
we don’t have a good year,” 
Holloman said.
Ho l l o m a n  s a id  h e  i s 
conf ident t he team w i l l 
bounce back, and he has not 
seen any hangover effects in 
practice so far, particularly 
from the younger players.
“ I f  t h e y  d o ,  i t ’s  n o t 
showing out here right now,” 
Holloman said. “Everybody 
seems to be focused. We 
have a lot of winners out 
here, and everybody wants to 
win. We took a bad loss, but 
we watched it, learned from 
it, and now we are ready to 
go out and play again.”
Sen ior l inebacker and 
team captain Shaq Wilson 
said the team must put the 
last two weeks behind them 
and keep a positive approach, 
noting that while some team 
goals are off the table, there 
are still plenty of other ones 
left to accomplish. 
“We just tell those guys 
t hat  we have to put t he 
pads on the pads and look 
ahead to what we can still 
do,” Wilson said. “We can 
still have a great season, and 
we’re just looking forward 
to this week, getting back 
at home, being comfortable 
at home and playing great 
football again. You can’t live 
in the past; you just have 
to move on. We can’t do 
anything about those last 
two weeks.” 
Friday, October 26, 2012
USC vs. Tennessee
Saturday, October 27, 2012 at Williams-Brice Stadium
“We still have a lot to fight 
for, and that’s what 
we’re going to do.”
— Steve Spurrier
T
Comments on this story? 
Visit dailygamecock.com/sports
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SHIFTING
USC  to now focus on 




South Carolina’s defense has had 
to learn that half of a football team 
can’t win a game by itself.
“It’s very frustrating knowing we 
really shut their offense down pretty 
good,” sophomore defensive end 
Jadeveon Clowney said. “We did our 
half, but it’s not a half team. We’ve 
got to execute as a whole team. I 
mean, we just didn’t show up all 
together.”
After holding Florida to fewer 
than 200 yards of offense last week, 
the defense still had to look up at 
the scoreboard to see 44 points 
scored . Three lost fumbles by the 
of fense, and special teams gave 
the Gamecocks a short f ield on 
defense throughout the first half, 
but as the unit prepares for a pass-
heavy Tennessee team Saturday, it’s 
putting the frustration of Florida 
behind it.
“ We have  goa l s  t hat  we  se t 
every week,” defensive coordinator 
Lorenzo Ward said . “Our job is to 
play as well as we can play as defense. 
We can’t control the results of what 
happens with the special teams 
or the of fense, but I want them 
to understand that there’s a lot of 
great teams that have won a lot of 
ballgames on defense.
“We have that opportunity. Our 
offense will be better — I know they 
will — but we only can control what 
we control.”
Ward’s focus wi l l  be on only 
Tennessee’s offense, which will be 
a change of pace for the Gamecocks 
after back-to-back run-first teams. 
He said it will be “by far” the biggest 
game for the secondar y, as the 
Volunteers’ Cordarrelle Patterson 
and Justin Hunter are the two best 
receivers on any one team in the 
SEC in Ward’s opinion. Both are 
averaging more than 14 yards per 
reception.
The key matchup for the defense 
w i l l  be t he f ront  four aga inst 
Tennessee’s offensive line, which 
has only surrendered three sacks 
this season and none to defensive 
linemen. USC’s defense is averaging 
3.6 sacks per game.
“We have 29, and al l of them 
were by d-linemen except for four 
or three,” Ward said. “I like the 
matchup.”
Ward said quarterback Tyler Bray 
does a good job of getting rid of the 
football and avoiding the sack, but 
that can be his fault, too. He often 
forces the throw and is intercepted, 
tallying nine this season .
The Gamecocks will be without 
sophomore defensive tackle Kelcy 
Quarles on Saturday, w ith J.T. 
Surratt likely starting in his place. 
Quarles did not practice all week 
with a shoulder sprain.
Clowney said the low volume of 
sacks is more about how quickly 
Tennessee can get the ball out. 
Clowney said he’s looking forward to 
putting his hands up and knocking 
some of the rushed passes down.
“ I  t h i n k  we  c a n  ge t  to  t he 
quarterback,” Clowney said. “They 
just get the ball out so fast, you can’t 
really get a sack.”
After Clowney said he thought 
some of t he players weren’t  as 
emotionally invested during the 
LSU game as they were against 
Georgia, Clowney backed off the 
statements a little. He said he was 
frustrated with the loss and doesn’t 
think he’s done enough at USC to be 
a vocal presence yet, leaving it to the 
veterans.
Senior linebacker Shaq Wilson 
sa id it ’s easy to get f rust rated, 
espec ia l ly when t he defense is 
play ing well but the loss comes 
anyway.
“We were out there on the field 
when they were putting the points 
up, so we’re just as responsible as 
anybody,” Wilson said. “Whatever 
the situation, we’ve got to give it our 
all.”
With Tennessee on deck, the 
performances at Florida and LSU 
are irrelevant. The Gamecocks will 
try to use those experiences to keep 
the frustration from seeping through 
on Saturday.
“You see it sometimes,” senior 
free safety D.J. Swearinger said. “In 
those times of adversity, the great 
players, we keep our composure and 
just play football.” 
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OFFENSE Lattimore to get ball more
USC moving past frustrationDEFENSE
South Carolina’s rushing attack never had a 
chance to get going against Florida.
After the Gamecocks found themselves trailing 
by 15 points at halftime against the Gators, they 
had to change their offensive game plan to focus 
more on passing in order to score more quickly. 
They fi nished the day with just 36 rushing yards 
in 26 attempts , a week after totaling 34 yards on 25 
attempts at LSU .
Junior tailback Marcus Lattimore had his lowest 
rushing totals of the season at the Swamp, with 
three carries for 13 yards . An injury to his hip and 
lower back forced him out of the starting lineup, 
and coach Steve Spurrier said Lattimore’s touches 
were minimized to give him more rest once the 
result of the game was essentially decided.
While Florida and LSU are both top-10 teams in 
the nation when it comes to stopping the run, the 
Volunteers’ defense ranks 99th in points against.
I n  Sat u rday ’s  meet i ng w it h  Ten nes see , 
Lattimore’s return to the starting lineup will give 
the Gamecock offense a boost as it attempts to 
reestablish the running game, going back to what 
Spurrier called a “winning formula.”
“We know Marcus needs to run more,” Spurrier 
said. “We are going to try our best to get it to him 
more, stay on the fi eld for fi rst downs. We know we 
can’t run him every play, but we know how our wins 
have occurred in the past, and we’re going to try to 
get back there.”
Establishing the run has been critical to South 
Carolina’s offense, with the Gamecocks averaging 
180 rushing yards per game in their six wins this 
season. Junior quarterback Connor Shaw , the team’s 
second-leading rusher with just fewer than 40 yards 
per game, has been a large factor in the success of 
the running game.
Spurrier said Shaw was benched for the second 
half of the game at Florida because he thought 
sophomore quarterback Dylan Thompson gave the 
Gamecocks a better chance to make pass plays to 
get back into the game. He added that the offensive 
line will need to protect Shaw to give him a chance 
to run the ball.
The Gamecocks changed up their offensive line 
against Florida, starting redshirt freshman Kyle 
Harris and sophomore Mike Matulis . Offensive line 
coach Shawn Elliott said neither player would start 
again this week, as Harris “didn’t look very good” 
and Matulis is recovering from a shoulder injury.
Redshirt sophomore guard A.J. Cann , who was 
replaced by Harris, will return to his starting role 
at left guard.
“I just think there’s times when you try to fuel the 
fi re in somebody to get them better,” Elliott said. “I 
always felt that A.J. was the man for the job. I just 
thought you need to get somebody’s attention at 
some point. We’ll see if it works.”
As USC struggled to establish the run in the past 
two weeks, its passing game also took a hit. The 
Gamecocks have averaged 225 passing yards a game 
in their victories compared to 166 in their losses .
Wide receivers coach Steve Spurrier Jr. said a 
strong running game should also aid the passing 
attack by forcing the opposing defense to prepare 
for more options.
“Certainly if you’re throwing on every down 
and the defense knows it, everybody plays defense 
[differently],” Spurrier Jr. said. “Defensive line plays 
differently, secondary is everywhere, versus if you 
can run it, they have to get guys up in there and 
clog it up. So it changes the way the game is played.”
The Gamecocks’ leading rusher against LSU was 
freshman Mike Davis , who was a star running back 
at Stephenson High School in Stone Mountain, Ga . 
Running backs coach Everette Sands said Davis has 
handled the transition to the college game well and 
has a positive attitude as a backup to Lattimore.
Sands said that even with Lattimore completely 
healthy, Davis and redshirt senior tailback Kenny 
Miles will st ill see playing time. He said the 
intention is for sophomore Brandon Wilds to 
redshirt this season.
But the rushing attack Saturday will begin and 
end with Lattimore, who is poised to have more 
chances to make an impact than he did at Florida.
“We thought it would be smart to rest [Lattimore] 
for another day,” Spurrier said. “Rest him for the 
next battle. He should be ready.” 
Paulina Berkovich
PBERKOVICH@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
Junior tailback healthy, back in starting 
lineup for sputtering USC run game
Lee Walker / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
USC tailback Marcus Lattimore (21) will likely see more carries this week after USC had just 36 rushing yards last week.
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Gamecocks focusing 
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The Gamecocks’ defense will attempt to sack Tennessee quarterback Tyler Bray. He’s been sacked just three times all season.
Five questions with The Daily Beacon
Lauren Kittrell
















1. How hot is Volunteers’ coach Derek Dooley’s seat right 
now? Any chance he’s the coach next season?
Dooley is defi nitely feeling some pressure from both fans and athletic 
director Dave Hart . He’s impatient for an SEC win.
I’d defi nitely like to see him in the coaching position. We’ve had a lot of 
coaching changes at UT recently (not just in football), and it hasn’t been 
good for the program. Unfortunately, I don’t see Dooley making it through 
the season, especially with a loss to South Carolina and a close game with 
Vanderbilt coming up. We’re on the alert for breaking news.
2. The Tennessee offensive line has only allowed three 
sacks this season . How do you think that unit will perform 
against a USC defensive line that averages 3.6 sacks per 
game ?
UT’s offensive line has overcome some serious defensive tests. Georgia, 
Florida and Alabama all posted threats, but the line stayed strong. I 
doubt South Carolina with be able to crack that and get through to 
(UT quarterback Tyler) Bray . Besides, Bray will probably just throw an 
interception to avoid the sack.
3. Is quarterback Tyler Bray feeling the pressure? Dooley 
told both Bray and members of the press that if he’s loose with the ball, 
backup quarterback Justin Worley will be taking over. How bad does he 
need to have a strong game against the Gamecocks on Saturday?
Bray’s position is on the line. Being pulled halfway through the season 
isn’t gonna look good on the NFL prospect’s resume.
4. USC has played considerably better at home than on 
the road, but after back-to-back losses, do the Volunteers 
see this as their opportunity to get a marquee win for the 
season and pull the upset?
That’s defi nitely Tennessee’s goal. Dooley wants it and the team has his 
back. They’re hungry, and they’re gonna jump on the fi rst opportunity they 
see.
5. Prediction time — who ya got?
I’m going with a South Carolina win but hoping the Vols surprise everyone. 
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Ohio State @ Penn State
Notre Dame @ Oklahoma
Texas Tech @ Kansas State
Mississippi State @ Alabama
Florida vs. Georgia
Texas A&M @ Auburn
Ole Miss @ Arkansas
Kentucky @ Missouri















































THE NATION Notre Dame, OU play top-10 matchup
No .  5  No t r e  D a m e  @  No .  8 
 Oklahoma, 8 p.m., ABC
Notre Dame is looking to keep its national 
championship and unbeaten season hopes 
alive against what may be its toughest test in 
Oklahoma. The Irish narrowly escaped BYU 
last week , rallying in the second half to a 17-14 
victory. The offense did not look at its best 
with Tommy Rees at quarterback fi lling in for 
injured starter Everett Golson . Coach Brian 
Kelly said Golson will start against the Sooners 
on Saturday. This is a big game for Irish senior 
linebacker Manti Te’o’s Heisman campaign . 
If he can lead his defense to stifl e the talented 
Oklahoma offense, he could be the front-runner 
for the award and perhaps become only the 
second defensive player to ever win it . Since its 
loss to No. 4 Kansas State , Oklahoma has blown 
out three consecutive opponents . In those three 
victories, quarterback Landry Jones has thrown 
seven touchdowns and just one interception . If 
the Sooners can get the ground game going, led 
by running back Damien Williams , they will 
have a good shot to knock off the undefeated 
Irish.
No. 15 Texas Tech @ No. 4 Kansas 
State, 3:30 p.m., FOX 
Kansas State has looked especially dangerous 
after demolishing Geno Smith and West Virginia 
last week 55-14 . After the victory, which kept the 
Wildcats unbeaten , quarterback Collin Klein 
has emerged as the Heisman favorite. He threw 
three touchdowns against the Mountaineers and 
ran for four more scores. His dual-threat ability 
has really stood out to Heisman voters. He has 
thrown 10 touchdowns and ran for 14 more, 
while only throwing two interceptions . Texas 
Tech enters the game at 6-1 after winning a 56-53 
triple-overtime thriller against TCU . Senior 
quarterback Seth Doege has put up traditional 
Red Raider passing numbers so far, throwing 
for 2,209 yards to go along with 28 touchdowns 
and seven interceptions . The two teams have 
very different offensive styles but both have 
proved successful. The game might come down 
to defense, which may be a concern for Texas 
Tech since it gave up 53 points to TCU .
No. 10 Southern California @ 
Arizona, 3:30 p.m., ABC/ESPN2 
Southern Cal quarterback Matt Barkley is 
coming off one of his best performances in his 
college career after completing 19 of 20 passes 
as well as throwing for six touchdowns in a 
dominant 50-6 victory against Colorado . In the 
game, Barkley reached 102 touchdowns for his 
career, surpassing former Trojan quarterback 
Matt Leinart for the most passing touchdowns 
in Pac-12 history. Since its crushing loss to 
Stanford , Southern Cal has gotten back to 
maintaining good balance on the offensive side 
of the ball with Penn State transfer Silas Redd 
helping the rushing attack. Trojan receivers 
Marqise Lee and Robert Woods have proved 
once again this season they are reliable targets 
for Barkley. Arizona comes in with a 4-3 record, 
but only 1-3 in Pac-12 games . If it wants to pull 
off the upset, quarterback Matt Scott has to 
continue putting up impressive numbers, leading 
a fi fth-ranked passing attacking. He may have to 
match Matt Barkley drive for drive because the 
Wildcat defense is ranked a dismal 85th in the 
nation in points against, allowing more than 30 
points per game .
No. 20 Michigan @ Nebraska, 
8 p.m., ESPN2 
In a matchup of 5-2 teams , this game features 
two dual-threat quarterbacks in Michigan’s 
Denard Robinson and Nebraska’s  Taylor 
Martinez . In what should be an explosive game, 
Nebraska needs to win in order to keep up with 
the Wolverines, who are undefeated in conference 
play . After the Cornhuskers lost three weeks ago 
to Ohio State , they rebounded with a 29-28 
comeback win against Northwestern last week. 
Michigan won 12-10 in an ugly game against 
in-state rival Michigan State on a last-second 
field goal. After receiving extensive Heisman 
consideration the past two seasons, Robinson has 
had a lackluster year so far — throwing as many 
touchdown as interceptions, nine . He still has put 
up solid rushing numbers, already amassing 900 
yards . Martinez has had more success passing, as 
he has thrown for 15 touchdowns and just four 
interceptions . The Wolverine defense has been 
stingy lately and will have to keep up its strong 
play to slow down a Nebraska team that averages 
more than 41 points a game. 
No. 9 Ohio State @ Penn State, 
5:30 p.m., ESPN 
Undefeated Ohio State’s concern involved 
sophomore quarterback Braxton Miller, who 
was the victim of a nasty hit that gave him a 
concussion. Kenny Guiton took over with Miller 
sidelined and led the Buckeyes to a 29-22 overtime 
win against Purdue in Columbus . Fortunately for 
the Buckeyes, Miller passed all of his medical 
exams and is expected to start Saturday. The 
Nittany Lions have notched fi ve straight victories 
after losing their fi rst two games of the season in 
the fi rst year when Joe Paterno did not begin the 
season as head coach. Given everything that has 
happened, Bill O’Brien has done a tremendous 
job leading Penn State and moving past those 
fi rst two losses. With two more wins, the Nittany 
Lions could achieve a winning record, a feat 
many did not expect from them at the beginning 
of the year. Quarterback Matt McGloin has 
also done a great job keeping this team together 
after all of the midseason transfers. He has been 
effi cient with cutting down turnovers — he only 
has two interceptions through seven games to go 
along with 14 touchdowns . The Nittany Lions 
will need to keep up their solid defensive play 
to slow down the rushing attack of Miller and 
Buckeye running back Carlos Hyde who has nine 
touchdowns so far. 
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GAMEDAY 411
Tennessee @ South Carolina
IN THE
MEDIA
No. 15 Texas Tech looks to pull 
upset at No. 4 Kansas State
Tanner Abel
SPORTS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
WHERE: Williams-Brice Stadium 
(capacity of 80,250) 
WHEN: Kickoff is scheduled for noon 
ET on ESPN. 
THE LINE: USC by 14 points 
SERIES: Tennessee leads 22-6-2. 
WEATHER: The forecast for the 
Columbia area Saturday calls for cloudy skies 
with a 20-percent chance of rain. The high 
temperature is supposed to be 73 degrees with 
a low of 58. 
LAST MEETING: USC 38-24 in 
2011 at Neyland Stadium in Knoxville, Tenn. 
RADIO: Locally, the game will 
be broadcast on 107.5 FM. Todd Ellis 
will do the play-by-play, and Tommy 
Suggs will be the color analyst. 
Langston Moore is the sideline 
reporter. Additionally, a simulcast 
of the Gamecock Radio Network 
broadcast will be on satellite radio on 
Sirius 85/XM 85. 
TELEVISION: The game 
will be televised on ESPN. Dave 
Pasch will handle play-by-play duties, 
and Brian Griese will be the color 
analyst. Jenn Brown is the sideline 
reporter. A replay will be shown 
Sunday at 8 p.m. on SportSouth. 
Andy Demetra will have the play-by-
play, and Brad Muller will provide 
the analysis on the replay. 
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THE SEC Alabama hosts undefeated Mississippi State
No. 13 Mississippi State @ No. 1 
Alabama, 8:30 p.m., ESPN 
Two of the SEC’s three remaining undefeated 
teams will square off in Tuscaloosa on Saturday 
night . Mississippi State is on a nine-game win streak , 
sitting at 3-0 against SEC competition . Last weekend, 
the Bulldogs churned out 446 yards of total offense 
and put up 35 points in the second half to beat 
Middle Tennessee . Junior quarterback Tyler Russell 
led the way, completing 17 of 21 passes and three 
touchdowns . Alabama enters the game with the No. 
1 defense in the nation , giving up only 8.3 points 
and fewer than 200 total yards per game . Against 
Tennessee Saturday, the Tide limited the Vols to only 
2.9 yards per rush and 6.5 yards per pass, and they 
forced two turnovers . Alabama has faced Mississippi 
State more than any other opponent in its history . 
The Tide commands a 74-18-3 record against the 
Bulldogs .
No. 12 Georgia @ No. 3 Florida, 
3:30 p.m., CBS 
The SEC East will once again feature a matchup 
between two top-15 teams . Georgia enters the game 
with a 6-1 record after narrowly escaping from 
Kentucky in Lexington . The Bulldogs struggled 
to stop the Wildcats’ offense as Kentucky gained 
nearly 210 yards on the ground . However, junior 
quarterback Aaron Murray helped the Dawgs pull 
away, passing for 427 yards and four touchdowns . Last 
week, Florida posted an impressive win against the 
then–No. 7 South Carolina Gamecocks . Although 
the Gators managed fewer than 190 yards of total 
offense, Florida forced three fumbles early in the 
game to take a commanding 21-6 going into halftime . 
The upcoming contest between the Bulldogs and the 
Gators, nicknamed the “World’s Largest Outdoor 
Cocktail Party,” is considered one of the most intense 
rivalries in the SEC. The game is played at a neutral 
site in Jacksonville, Fla . Georgia leads the all-time 
series, 47-40-2 , but Florida has won seven of the last 
10 meetings .
No. 22 Texas A&M @ Auburn, 7 p.m., 
ESPNU 
After suffering a loss to the LSU Tigers Saturday , 
Texas A&M prepares to face another SEC West foe 
in Auburn . Although the Aggies outgained LSU 
offensively, redshirt freshman quarterback Johnny 
Manziel threw three interceptions and rushed for 
only 27 yards . Coming into the game, Manziel was 
the SEC’s leading rusher with 676 yards . Though 
A&M leads the SEC in scoring offense, LSU limited 
the Aggies to just 19 points . Texas A&M is seeking 
its third win in the conference . Meanwhile, the 
Auburn Tigers find themselves at 1-6 and winless 
in the SEC . The Tigers’ only win was in overtime 
against Louisiana-Monroe . Last weekend, Auburn 
fell to Vanderbilt in Nashville by a score 17-13 . The 
Tigers were held to 212 total yards , and together, 
quarterbacks Clint Moseley and Jonathon Wallace 
threw for fewer than 110 yards. 
Ole Miss @ Arkansas, 12:21 p.m., 
SEC Network/ESPN3 
Ole Miss will travel to Fayetteville, Ark., after 
a bye week Saturday . The Rebels are 4-3 on the 
season , beating Auburn in their most recent game . 
Sophomore quarterback Bo Wallace completed 77 
percent of his passes and threw for 226 yards as the 
Rebels dominated the Tigers in the second half . 
The win marked the fi rst conference victory for Ole 
Miss this season . After starting the season with an 
abysmal 1-4 record, Arkansas has bounced back with 
consecutive wins over Auburn and Kentucky . The 
defense held both teams to a touchdown each after 
giving up an average of 45 points during the four 
previous games . Arkansas sits at fifth place in the 
SEC West standings, and Ole Miss trails them in 
sixth place. 
Kentucky @ Missouri, noon, ESPNU 
Both the Wildcats and the Tigers are still in 
search of their first SEC win of the season . Last 
Saturday, Kentucky was looking to upset Georgia, 
but the Bulldogs slipped away with a 29-24 win . 
The Wildcats produced 329 yards of offense, and 
freshman quarterback Jalen Whitlow completed nine 
of 13 passes and kept the game close through all four 
quarters. Missouri is coming off a bye week after 
the Tigers fell in Columbia, Mo., to No. 1 Alabama . 
Freshman quarterback Corbin Berkstresser had a 
tough outing against the Tide, completing less than 
50 percent of his passes as the offense gained only 129 
total yards . Berkstresser is likely to start again this 
week since quarterback James Franklin was listed as 
doubtful with a knee injury. 
Massachusetts @ Vanderbilt, 7 p.m., 
FSN 
Vanderbilt wil l host Massachusetts before 
returning to SEC play against Kentucky on Nov. 
3. Vanderbilt won a close game against Auburn a 
week ago in Nashville . Senior quarterback Jordan 
Rodgers completed 60 percent of his passes for 
173 yards and no interceptions . However, the 
offense lost three fumbles , keeping the Tigers in 
the game. Massachusetts is winless on the year. 
The Minutemen rank last in the Football Bowl 
Subdivision in total offense and are 119th out of 124 
teams in scoring defense . Last week against Bowling 
Green, Massachusetts gained only 118 total yards and 
were held scoreless for the second time this year. 
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Florida, Georgia rivalry has 
SEC East title hopes at stake
Nate Hammett
SPORTS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
What’s scarier than 
the color orange?
Upcoming Events
October 30, 2012, 7PM
                Men’s Basketball vs. Kentucky Wesleyan (Exhibition) 
November 4, 2012, 3PM
                Women’s Basketball vs. Anderson (Exhibition)
